Old age causes de novo intracortical bone remodeling and porosity in mice
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Introduction

The increased incidence of osteoporotic fractures in elderly women and men is due to a large extent to structural deterioration of cortical bone, which represents about 80% of the skeleton (1, 2). Specifically, cortical thickness decreases and porosity increases, as determined by analysis of postmortem specimens and high-resolution peripheral quantitative CT (HRpQCT) imaging of the distal radius (2–8). These changes occur in both sexes but are greater in women (5, 6).

In humans and other large mammals, cortical bone is composed of circumferential lamellae interrupted by numerous osteons — cylindrical concentric layers of bone surrounding a vascular channel called the Haversian canal (9). The integrity of cortical bone is maintained by teams of osteoclasts and osteoblasts supplied via the vascular channel and collectively known as the basic multicellular unit (BMU). The BMU tunnels through the cortex and replaces old bone with new, thus generating a new osteon with embedded osteocytes connected to one another and to the central capillary via a lacuno-canalicular system. The size of the canals, and therefore porosity, increases with age because the bone removed by resorption is not fully replaced (10). Repeated episodes of unbalanced remodeling cause the enlargement and merging of the canals. The interconnectivity of the vascular channels also increases with age (11), and merged osteons are evident at sites where closely spaced clusters of osteons develop from capillary branches of the vascular channel (12–14). Together with unbalanced remodeling of the endosteal surface (15, 16), these events transform the cortex.
adjacent to the BM into a structure resembling trabecular bone. Heretofore, the underlying mechanisms responsible for the loss of cortical bone with age remain unknown.

Observations made in rodents have provided invaluable insights into bone physiology and pathophysiology, and discoveries from rodents, complemented with human studies, have led to the development of both antiresorptive and anabolic therapies for osteoporosis (17). Like humans, mice lose cortical bone with age. Femoral growth ceases at ~ 6–7 months in C57BL/6J (B6) mice. At ~12 months (equivalent to 40 years in humans; ref. 18), the marrow begins to expand, and additional bone is slowly added to the periosteum; however, the former exceeds the latter, leading to a thinner and more fragile cortex (19–22). Aging female mice do not experience menopause but become acyclic while retaining functional levels of estrogens (17, 23), and androgen levels in aged male mice are maintained at a 20-fold higher level than in females (24). However, both female and male mice exhibit all of the major features of skeletal aging, including the decline of cortical bone mass and the development of cortical porosity by 18 months of age, independently of sex steroid deficiency and by mechanisms that are distinct from those of sex steroid deficiency (23). Thus, mice are an invaluable model for dissecting the mechanisms of skeletal aging per se from the effects of sex steroid deficiency. However, it remains unclear whether age-dependent marrow expansion and cortical thinning with age in mice results from unbalanced remodeling of the endosteal surface or from osteoclastic modeling that is not linked to osteoblastic bone formation. Similar to humans, increased femoral cortical porosity has been reported in ~2-year-old male B6 mice and in female mice with a mixed genetic background (21, 25); however current dogma holds that osteonal remodeling does not occur in rodents (26). This situation has raised concerns about the relevance of the mouse model to our understanding of mechanisms responsible for the loss of cortical bone with age in humans.

To gain a better appreciation of age-dependent loss of cortical bone in mice, we quantified the architectural changes that occur in female and male B6 mice, as well as CB6F1 mice that are first-generation progeny of BALB/cBY females and B6 males. Notably, BALB/cBy mice maintain cortical bone mass until 20 months of age (27). CB6F1 mice are genetically identical to one another but have alternative alleles for genes that differ in the parental strains, which are distantly related (28). We also investigated the cellular

Figure 1. Age-related bone loss is greater in B6 than in CB6F1 mice. Bone mineral density was determined in the (A) femur, (B) lumbar vertebrae, and (C) total body excluding the head. Number of mice analyzed, ordered by increasing age: female B6 (20, 20, 19), male B6 (10, 10), female CB6F1 (10, 10, 10), male CB6F1 (9, 3, 8). *P < 0.05 vs. 6- to 7-month-old sex-matched animals of the same strain, **P < 0.05 vs. 6- to 7-month and 18- to 19-month sex-matched animals of the same strain, as determined by two-tailed t test (B6 males) or one-way ANOVA (B6 females and CB6F1 females and males).
basis of cortical porosity in B6 mice and the impact of aging on cortical osteocytes because of emerging evidence for a role of these cells in normal and pathologic bone remodeling (29, 30).

**Results**

**Age-dependent bone loss differs in B6 and CB6F1 mice.** We compared the bone mass of skeletally mature 6–7 month-old mice with the bone mass of 18–30 month-old mice that are in the latter half of their life span (31–33). The bone mineral density (BMD) of the femur of B6 mice, determined by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry, declined with age in both sexes (Figure 1A). In contrast, femoral BMD of CB6F1 mice did not. Vertebral BMD declined with age in both males and females of both strains (Figure 1B), whereas BMD averaged over the entire appendicular and axial skeleton fell only in B6 mice (Figure 1C). Body weight increased with age in males and females of both strains by 18%–25% (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.93771DS1). Serum PTH did not change with age in female B6 mice (6 month, 94 ± 70 pg/ml, n = 19 vs. 26 month, 120 ± 96 pg/ml, n = 16), indicating that the age-dependent skeletal changes are not caused by primary or secondary hyperparathyroidism.

The age-dependent decline in cortical thickness is greater in B6 than in CB6F1 mice. Microcomputed tomography (microCT) showed that the thickness of the femoral diaphysis of B6 mice was lower in 19- and 30-month-old mice, as compared with 6- to 7-month-old mice in both sexes (Figure 2A). In contrast, aging had no detectable impact on the cortical thickness of the diaphysis in female or male CB6F1 mice. However, at the distal metaphysis, cortical thickness was lower in 19- to 30-month females and males of both strains, as compared with young adults (Figure 2B). This decline was evident at 21 months in male B6 mice but was not observed until 30 months of age in male CB6F1 mice. Both strains exhibited marrow expansion with age, as determined by increased medullary area measured at the diaphysis and, except for B6 males, at the metaphysis (Supplemental
Cortical thinning with age is due to unbalanced endosteal remodeling. Age-dependent medullary expansion, and therefore cortical thinning, in adult mice is due to either osteoclastic modeling or unbalanced BMU-based remodeling of the endocortical surface (35). The latter possibility is supported by previous studies in adult rats showing that sites of endosteal bone formation are juxtaposed to scalloped cement lines that mark sites of previous episodes of bone resorption (36). To firmly establish the coupling of endosteal bone formation to bone resorption in adult mice, we determined the effect of osteoprotegerin (OPG) — an antagonist of the RANKL required for the formation and survival of osteoclasts — on endosteal bone formation. As expected, administration of OPG to 7-month-old female Swiss-Webster mice for 19 days eliminated osteoclasts from the endosteal surface of the diaphyseal and metaphyseal cortices (Figure 3A). More importantly, OPG also eliminated endosteal fluorochrome labeling that marks sites of osteoblastic bone formation (Figure 3B). This result demonstrates that the endosteal surface of adult mice indeed undergoes BMU-based remodeling.

We next investigated the distribution of BMUs along the endosteal surface of adult mice. To do this, we used female B6 mice that had been given fluorochromes during growth (0.6, 1.4, and 2.6 months of age) and at 9.5 and 10.7 months of age, as depicted in the left panel of Figure 4A, and then euthanized at 11 months of age. The latter two labels will specifically identify endosteal sites of recent BMU activity. Discrete endosteal fluorochrome labeling was observed in cross-sections made at the proximal, diaphyseal, and distal metaphyseal femur (Figure 4, B–D, respectively). Besides isolated labels, adjacent and overlapping labels were observed (Figure 4E), suggesting repeated remodeling of the same surface during the 6 weeks prior to euthanasia. Endosteal labels were present in medial, proximal, lateral, and anterior sites of each section. Comparison of the location of endosteal labeling in 2 mice suggests that BMUs are randomly located. In contrast, the location of fluorescent labels administered during growth exhibited a predictable pattern. Thus, smooth labels in the interior of the cortex marked sites of periosteal apposition (green-red-orange proceeding from the endosteum), which are particularly evident in the proximal femur. At the diaphysis, cortical drift (37) accounts for lack of significant red labeling and the reversal of labeling order to orange-red in the anterior portion. The filigreed pattern of green labels within the medial portion of diaphyseal cortex, and similarly shaped orange and red labels in the distal metaphyseal cortex, reflect bone formation in trabeculae that were subsequently incorporated into cortical bone during growth (37–39).

Both male and female B6 and CB6F1 mice lose trabecular bone with age. Consistent with earlier studies showing rapid loss of trabecular bone of the distal femur between 2 and 6 months in female and male B6 mice (34), trabecular bone volume (BV/TV) was very low (~6%) at this site in females of both strains at 6–7 months of age. At 6–7 months of age, BV/TV was 2- to 3-fold higher in males than in females in both strains, but it decreased with age in both sexes of both strains due to a decrease in trabecular number and an increase in trabecular separation (Supplemental Tables 5 and 6).

Vertebral BV/TV progressively declined with age in males and females of both sexes, due mainly to reduced trabecular number (Supplemental Tables 5 and 6). A decrease in trabecular thickness was also detected in 26-month-old B6 and 30-month-old CB6F1 females, as compared with 6- to 7-month-old young adults. These findings are consistent with the age-dependent fall in vertebral bone mass noted in Figure 1B.

Tables 3 and 4). Periosteal expansion, as measured by total area at the diaphysis, occurred with age in both strains but was less evident at the metaphysis. Since the femur of adult mice mainly comprises cortical bone, the smaller change in cortical thickness in aging CB6F1 probably explains the lack of change in femoral BMD with age in this strain (Figure 1A). The thickness of the cortical bone of lumbar vertebra L4 was also lower in 16- to 26-month female and 21-month male B6 mice as compared with the 6- to 7-month mice of the same sex; however, this decrease could not be detected in female or male CB6F1 mice until 30 months of age (Figure 2C).

Figure 3. Osteoprotegerin eliminates endosteal bone formation in adult mice. Female 7-month-old Swiss-Webster mice were injected with vehicle (Veh) or OPG. (A) Longitudinal sections of the femur stained for TRAP to visualize osteoclasts (red arrowheads). Scale bar: 20 μm. (B) Unstained cross-sections made at the distal metaphysis (met) and middiaphysis (dia) to visualize alizarin (red) and calcein (yellow) fluorochromes. White arrowheads, sites of endosteal bone formation; yellow arrowhead, site of bone formation within a cortical pore. Original magnification: 40×.
Figure 4. Multiple fluorochrome labeling of femoral bone during growth and adulthood. Female B6 mice were given calcein, alizarin, and demeclocycline at the indicated ages (A, left hand panel). Nondecalcified cross sections were prepared at 11 months of age from the (B) proximal, (C) diaphyseal, and (D) distal metaphyseal parts of the femur as indicated (A, middle panel). Photomicrographs from two mice, shown side-by-side (B-D), are oriented as illustrated (A, right panel); M, medial; P, posterior; L, lateral; A, anterior. Scale bar: 200 μm. (E) Representative high-power images from proximal (left), diaphyseal (middle), and metaphyseal (right) cross sections. White arrowheads, sites of endosteal bone formation. Scale bar: 50 μm.
We further compared endosteal labeling in 6- and 26-month-old female B6 mice. In these mice, tetracycline was administered 7 and 3 days before euthanasia. Discrete labeling was observed in cross sections made at the diaphysis and distal metaphysis at both ages, including a developing packet of endosteal bone containing 2 labels in aged mice (Figure 5A). Packets of endosteal bone of 7- and 21-month-old mice were also delineated (in a separate experiment) by irregular scalloped cement lines that mark the boundary between previous osteoclastic resorption and subsequent bone formation (Figure 5B). Histomorphometric analysis showed that endosteal osteoclast number increased in 21-month-old B6 female mice as compared with 7-month-old B6 female mice, but osteoblast number was unaffected by age (Figure 5, C and D). However, the average width of the packets of endosteal bone, a histologic index of osteoblast number and activity per remodeling episode, was reduced in aged mice (Figure 5E). Age-dependent changes in mineralizing surface, mineral apposition rate, and bone formation rate (Figure 5, F–H) were not detected. Taken together, these findings show that age-dependent cortical thinning in mice is due to unbalanced endocortical remodeling.

Cortical porosity increases with age in females, but not males, in B6 and CB6F1 mice. MicroCT scanning of femora from 6-, 18-, and 26-month-old female B6 mice revealed increased cortical porosity with age (Figure 6A). This phenomenon was most evident in the metaphyseal regions and the third trochanter. Porosity was also detected in the cortex of the tibia and humerus of aged mice (Supplemental Figure 1, A and B). Assembly of sequential microCT images (6 μm/slice) of the distal half of the femur provided a detailed 3-D view of cortical porosity (Supplemental Videos 1–3). In contrast to 6-month-old mice, pores were evident in bone from 18- and 26-month old mice, becoming less frequent and smaller with increasing distance from the metaphysis. Pores were often connected with each other. In areas with low porosity, the pores were smaller and tended not to be connected to the BM, whereas large pores were usually contiguous with the medullary cavity. In areas of high porosity, the original endosteal boundary was lost, and the cortex was transformed into trabecular bone that sometimes extended into the marrow.

Quantification of porosity of the distal half of the femur, excluding the cortex adjacent to the remnants of the growth plate, demonstrated an increase with advancing age in B6 females (Figure 6B). However, this phenomenon was highly variable, with porosity values ranging from 1%–14% in 26-month mice. In contrast, porosity in B6 males was not significantly affected by age. An age-dependent increase in porosity in females, but not males, was also observed in CB6F1 mice.

Aging induces de novo osteonal remodeling in the femoral cortex. Cortical bone of 7-month-old B6 females exhibited small pores ranging in size from 0.2 × 10⁻³ to 2.0 × 10⁻³ mm² as seen in toluidine blue–stained longitudinal sections (Figure 7, A–C). The small pores represent intracortical capillaries, some of which extend into the marrow. Additionally, other pores were surrounded by small packets of bone that had cement lines around their periphery (Figure 7A). These pores lacked osteoclasts as identified by tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) staining (Figure 7D), and they did not exhibit labeling by tetracycline administered at 7 and 3 days before euthanasia (not shown). In contrast, in the experiment shown in Figure 4, in which fluorochromes were administered to female B6 mice during growth, small pores frequently exhibited labeling when analyzed at 11 months of age (Figure 7E).

Similar to the situation in B6 mice, only a few pores of the femoral cortex of 7-month-old female Swiss Webster mice had fluorochrome labeling, whether viewed in transverse sections (Figure 3A) or longitudinal sections (Supplemental Figure 2A). OPG eliminated fluorochrome labeling of pores (Supplemental Figure 2B), indicating coupling of bone formation to bone resorption at this site. Taken together, these findings show that the small cortical pores of young-adult mice represent vessels that

### Table 1. Empty osteocyte lacunae are lower in periosteal than in endosteal portion cortical bone of 21-month-old female B6 mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7 month (n = 9)</th>
<th>21 month (n = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>endosteal</td>
<td>periosteal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.Ar %</td>
<td>97.9 ± 2.7</td>
<td>2.1 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.Ot/B.Ar, /mm\textsuperscript{2}</td>
<td>523 ± 61</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty lacunae %</td>
<td>3.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lamellar periosteal cortex was detectable in 5 of the 7-month-old animals. Empty lacunae in the periosteal cortex were detected in 5 of the 21-month-old animals. \textsuperscript{a}P < 0.05 vs. 7-month-old sex-matched animals of the same strain by two-tailed t test; \textsuperscript{b}P < 0.05 vs. 21-month endosteal cortex by Rank Sum test. B.Ar, bone area, N.Ot, osteocyte number, n.d. not determined.
are incorporated into the bone when it is first formed by compaction and infilling of trabecular bone (37–39). Subsequent intracortical remodeling by osteoclasts and osteoblasts emanating from these vessels does occur, but only rarely.

Histologic examination of the femoral cortex of 21-month-old female B6 mice revealed the presence of both small and large pores (Figure 8, A–G). An increase in the number of large pores accounted for the increase in porosity (Figure 8, H and I), and the magnitude of porosity was highly variable, in agreement with the microCT-based measurements. Cement lines formed boundaries around both small and large pores, defining packets of bone that contained osteocytes with canaliculi in contact with a central capillary (Figure 8, A, B, D, and E). Concentric lamellae were sometimes observed. Regardless of size, many pores were lined with osteoclasts (Figure 8C), as well as osteoblasts, as indicated by the fluorochrome labeling present in an adjacent section (Figure 8, D and E). Intracortical labeling, as well as endosteal labeling, was often adjacent to scalloped cement lines (Figure 8D and E). These histologic properties identify the cortical pores of aged female mice as osteons (9), many of which contain BMUs that are engaged in the remodeling of the interior of the femoral cortex. Osteons were present in bone that had not been previously remodeled (Figure 8D) and in parts of the cortex that had been remodeled, as indicated by the presence of irregular scalloped cement lines (Figure 8, D and E). Pores were rarely observed in the periosteal portion of the cortex (Figure 8F), which was identified by the presence of parallel smooth cement lines, as we have previously described (25). Some pores were associated with capillaries originating in the BM (Figure 8F). Large pores contained cells with features that were indistinguishable from those of hematopoietic BM, as well as adipocytes (Figure 8G). There was no evidence of the dense fibrovascular stroma that characterizes lesions in cortical bone of aged...
mice of other strains (40, 41). Some aged male B6 mice also had large fluorochrome-labeled pores in the femoral cortex (Supplemental Figure 3, A–D), but most did not. As in the microCT findings of Figure 6B, porosity in males was highly variable, as determined by histomorphometry, and this prevented statistical demonstration of an age-dependent increase (Supplemental Figure 3E).

Cortical osteocytes of aged mice exhibit increased senescence and altered expression of proteins that affect bone remodeling. Changes in osteocyte function with age may contribute to age-related bone loss (30, 42, 43). However, osteocyte age is not identical to chronologic age. To gain an appreciation of osteocyte age in adult mice prior to the onset of significant cortical bone loss, we analyzed the femoral cross sections of the 11-month-old female B6 shown in Figure 4. In these mice, bone of the interior cortex, and therefore the embedded osteocytes, that was made at 0.6 months (green) were still present in much of the proximal femur (Figure 4B), and in the medial region of the diaphysis (Figure 4C), but not in the distal metaphysis (Figure 4D). Osteocytes made at 1.4 months (red) and 2.6 months (yellow) were still present throughout the femur of these 11-month-old mice. This red and yellow labeling was mainly located in the outer half of the cortex, particularly in the distal metaphysis (Figure 4D). Most of the osteocytes located in the inner half of the cortex are lost by 18–26 months of age because of medullary expansion (Supplemental Tables 3 and 4). Based on these observations, we infer that the cortex of 18- to 26-month-old female B6 mice still contains osteocytes that were made during growth and are therefore much older than those in young-adult mice. Although new osteocytes are made during the slow periosteal apposition that continues throughout life, this bone comprises only 20% of the total cortex in 21-month-old mice (Table 1).

We next sought evidence for signs of increased osteocyte damage with age. Extracts of osteocyte-enriched femoral cortical bone from 21-month-old female B6 mice had higher levels of phospho-H2A histone family member X (γ-H2AX), a marker of DNA double-strand breaks, as compared with extracts from 7-month-old mice (Figure 9A). Cumulative osteocyte death, as indicated by the presence of empty lacunae, in the endosteal region of the cortex was not affected by age (Table 1). However, osteocyte death in the periosteal portion of the cortex was lower than in the endosteal region.
DNA damage is known to activate pathways that lead to cellular senescence, even in postmitotic cells (44). Compared with 7-month-old mice, femoral extracts from 21-month-old female B6 mice exhibited increased protein levels of the transcription factor GATA4 and decreased levels of the autophagosomal cargo protein p62 (Figure 9, A and B), both of which are senescence responses to DNA damage (45). In addition, transcript levels of the senescence marker p16 were elevated (Figure 9C). Furthermore, there was an age-dependent increase in the expression of stromal cell derived factor 1 (Sdf1, also known as Cxcl12) and the metalloproteinase MMP-13 (Figure 9C), which are components of the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) (46). Femoral extracts from aged male B6 mice also had increased γ-H2AX levels, as well as increased GATA4, p16, and Mmp-13 expression (Figure 9, D–F), as compared with young adult controls; however, the levels of p62 and Sdf1 were not affected.

We also investigated the effect of aging on the expression of factors that control bone remodeling. Osteocyte-enriched bone preparations of aged female B6 mice exhibited an increase in RANKL transcripts (Figure 10A). BM plasma levels of soluble RANKL (sRANKL) were also increased, as compared with that of 7-month-old mice (Figure 10B). A similar age-dependent increase in sRANKL was observed in a second experiment (not shown). OPG transcripts, on the other hand, decreased with age, but the level of this protein in marrow plasma was unaffected (Figure 10, C and D). Interestingly, aging also caused a decrease in the expression of Wnt16 (Figure 10E) in females, which inhibits osteoclastogenesis via stimulation of OPG (47). Wnt5a, which promotes the differentiation of osteoclasts and osteoblasts (48, 49), was expressed at low levels and did not change with age (Figure 10F). Expression of the Wnt antagonist Sost, as well as BM plasma levels of sclerostin, declined with age (Figure 10, G and H). However, this could not be accounted for by a decline in the number of cortical osteocytes (Table 1). Dkk1 transcripts were also reduced in cortices of aged mice, but protein levels in marrow plasma were unchanged (Figure 10, I and J). Wnt10b and Wnt 4 were the only other pro-osteoblastogenic Wnt ligands expressed at a detectable level, but only Wnt10b declined with age (Figure 10, K and L).

**Discussion**

The studies described herein demonstrate extensive loss of mass and structural deterioration of cortical bone in mice between 6–7 and 18–30 months of age. The cortical thickness of the femur decreased in both males and females, but the magnitude was greater in B6 than in CB6F1 mice. On the other hand, the age-dependent increase in cortical porosity was notable only in females. The trabecular bone mass of the vertebrae also decreased with age, but in contrast to cortical bone loss, trabecular bone loss was not affected by sex or genotype. In female B6 mice, loss of cortical bone was due to unbalanced BMU-based endosteal remodeling and de novo unbalanced osteonal remodeling.

The decrease in cortical thickness in femora of aged B6 mice occurred at both the diaphysis and metaphysis, but CB6F1 mouse cortical thinning only occurred at the metaphysis and at a later age. These observations are consistent with previous reports showing that genetic background greatly influences the gain or loss of murine cortical bone mass during growth, in old age, or following sex steroid deficiency (39, 44).
Metaphyseal cortical bone loss with age was not detected in an earlier study of B6 mice (34). The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that our measurements were limited to the middle third of the metaphysis, as opposed to the entire metaphysis in the earlier study. We deliberately measured this region because cortical thickness varies considerably in the proximal vs. the distal part of the metaphysis. This makes it more difficult to detect an age-dependent change in the thickness of this part of the cortex when averaged over the entire metaphysis.

Importantly, our finding that OPG ablated endosteal bone formation establishes that the endosteal surface of adult mice undergoes BMU-based remodeling, not osteoclastic modeling. The same is evidently true in adult rats, as shown by histologic analysis of 12-month-old female Fischer-344 rats (36) and by the strong inhibitory effect of the antiresorptive drug risedronate on endosteal fluorochrome labeling in 15-month-old ovariectomized Sprague-Dawley rats (51). The demonstration of scalloped cement lines on the endosteal surface of both 7- and 21-month-old B6 mice in the present study, as well as the association of these cement lines with fluorochrome labeling in aged mice, shows that BMU-based remodeling of the endosteal surface persists with advancing age. Therefore, as is the case in humans (15, 16), age-dependent cortical thinning in mice is due to loss of bone from the endosteal surface that exceeds

**Figure 8. De novo osteonal remodeling in 21-month-old female B6 mice.** (A–G) Representative photomicrographs of pores in the femoral cortex of 21-month-old female B6 mice viewed in nondecalcified toluidine blue–stained sections. The right portion of D and E show an unstained adjacent section under fluorescence illumination to visualize tetracycline (white arrowheads) given at 7 and 3 days before euthanasia. B is a high-power image of the area denoted by the box in A. Arrowheads mark red blood cells (yellow), cement lines (green), canalliculi (turquoise), and TRAP-positive osteoclasts (red); ad, adipocytes. Scale bars: 20 μm. (H and I) Histomorphometric determination of pore number and pore area per cortical bone area (B.Ar) in 7-month-old (n = 8) and 21-month-old (n = 10) female B6 mice.*P < 0.01 vs. 7-month-old mice using a permutation approach to two-tailed Student’s t test.
the amount of bone added to the periosteal surface. This effect of aging results from inadequate filling of resorption cavities due to an increase in osteoclasts and decrease in osteoblasts, documented here and elsewhere (23, 52). We had previously shown that insufficient osteoblasts accounts for the unbalanced remodeling and, thereby, the age-dependent loss of trabecular bone in vertebrae of B6 mice. Importantly, however, osteoclast number declines with age in this compartment (22). Taken together with the evidence of the present report that genetic background influences age-dependent cortical thinning but not trabecular bone loss, we conclude that distinct molecular mechanisms underlie the age-dependent dysregulation of endosteal and trabecular remodeling in mice.

The present evidence that de novo unbalanced intracortical remodeling accounts for the age-dependent increase in cortical porosity in mice notwithstanding, some aspects of the biology of osteons in aged mice and humans are different. Cortical bone is initially formed by infilling of trabecular spicules under the periphery of the growth plate, which also entraps capillaries (37–39). In humans and other large mammals, the perivascular space between the vessels and bone is filled in with layers of concentric lamellae to form a primary osteon. Secondary osteons subsequently form by extravasation of osteoclasts and delivery of osteoblasts from the capillaries during growth and remodeling of the cortex. Our findings in young-adult mice show that cortical capillaries formed during development persist in the cortex, in agreement with synchrotron-based imaging studies (53). Osteons arise only occasionally from these capillaries in mice, as evidenced by low levels of fluorochrome-labeled pores in young-adult mice. With advancing age, however, osteons do form in mice, and they exhibit histologic hallmarks of remodeling activity, including osteoclasts and fluorochrome-labeled bone matrix adjacent to scalloped cement lines. However, murine osteons
generally lack the numerous concentric lamellae that characterize the much larger osteons of human bone and, instead, resemble rabbit osteons (54). Moreover, murine osteons do not exhibit the highly organized networks seen in humans, perhaps reflecting the lack of a preexisting Haversian system.

In aged female mice, large pores are especially prominent in the metaphyseal cortex, and they probably arise from a merger of nearby osteons. As in aged humans, unbalanced osteonal remodeling is most evident near the endosteal surface. This leads to the penetration of the endosteal boundary and the trabecularization of the endocortical part of the cortex, similar to the situation in humans. The present histologic and microCT imaging studies suggest that, in aged mice, new osteons may arise from preexisting cortical capillaries, from redirection of endosteal BMUs from the endosteal surface into the cortex in tandem with vascular invasion from the marrow, or from both mechanisms. Similar detailed histologic and microCT imaging studies have not yet been done in cortical bone of aged humans, but the connectivity of vascular channels in humans increases with age (11). It is therefore tempting to speculate that, analogous to the situation in mice, age-dependent formation of new osteons by unbalanced BMUs contributes to the development of cortical porosity in humans.

Damage to long-lived cells, together with the cellular response to damage, are thought to be involved in the functional deterioration of many tissues with advancing age (55). We show here that osteocytes formed during growth are still present in the cortical bone of skeletally mature and of aged mice. Though not based on direct measurements, mean bone age, and therefore osteocyte age, doubles between age 30 and 70 in human ribs (56). Therefore, relative to chronologic age, cortical osteocytes of aged mice are probably older than those in aged humans because of the lack of intracortical remodeling until the latter half of the murine lifespan.

Importantly, we found that increased osteocyte age was associated with an increase in markers of DNA damage, cellular senescence, and SASP in osteocyte-enriched cortical bone preparations from both male and female B6 mice, consistent with recent findings by others (57). The SASP may well influence the secretory profile of neighboring aged but healthy osteocytes, as well as the relatively young osteocytes formed during endosteal and intracortical remodeling (58). Indeed, the studies in female mice shown here-in revealed an age-dependent increase in RANKL, as well as a decrease in OPG that should potentiate
the stimulatory effect of RANKL on the genesis and survival of osteoclasts. The decrease in OPG could be due to decreased Wnt16 expression (47, 59), which we also documented here. Expression of the SASP cytokines Sdf1 and MMP-13 (60) also increased with aging. Both of these cytokines enhance RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis (23, 61). Osteocyte-derived RANKL plays an important role in the homeostasis of cortical bone, as evidenced by the fact that conditional deletion of this cytokine increases cortical thickness in young-adult mice and attenuates the cortical thinning caused by estrogen deficiency or glucocorticoid excess (62, 63). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that other cells also contribute to the increased sRANKL in marrow of aged murine bone.

In contrast to our findings, others have reported that RANKL and OPG transcripts in murine cortical bone are unaffected by age (20). Technical differences may explain this discrepancy, since — in contrast to the earlier study — we did not use GAPDH as one of the gene normalizers because its expression did not correlate with any of the 4 other housekeeping genes. We cannot explain why we observed increased sRANKL in BM plasma with age, while the earlier study, using a similar immunoassay, reported a decrease in sRANKL in the BM (20).

The decrease in Sost gene expression and sclerostin protein in marrow plasma reported herein constitutes additional evidence that aging alters the secretome of cortical osteocytes and is consistent with previous studies (20, 64). Decreased sclerostin levels should increase pro-osteoblastogenic Wnt signaling (65), but we have shown previously that expression of Wnt target genes declines in murine cortical bone with age (66, 67). This could be due to a decline in Wnt ligands like Wnt10b, as reported here, and to ROS-mediated activation of FoxO transcription factors, leading to a reduction in the β-catenin required for Wnt signaling (42, 68). The functional role of ROS in age-dependent bone loss has been demonstrated by attenuation of the age-related decline in femoral cortical thickness by overexpression of catalase in cells of the osteoblast lineage (23). Finally, other studies of ours suggest that senescence of osteoblast progenitors leading to cell cycle arrest increases with age, which may contribute to the reduction in the number of endosteal osteoblasts (69).

Earlier work had suggested that increased osteocyte apoptosis, perhaps in response to age-dependent bone fatigue and microdamage, contributed to the development of cortical porosity (30, 70, 71). This notion was based on evidence that apoptotic osteocytes released factors that stimulated RANKL production by neighboring viable osteocytes. Moreover, we had reported that the age-dependent increase in RANKL and cortical porosity are exacerbated in female mice with apoptosis-resistant osteocytes (25), probably due to accumulation of damaged osteocytes that cannot complete the apoptotic death program. The findings of the present report raise the possibility that, besides apoptotic osteocytes, senescent osteocytes are involved in the activation of de novo intracortical remodeling via SASP. Nonetheless, the highly variable magnitude and preferential development of cortical porosity near the metaphyses remains unexplained. Similarly, we have no explanation for the much smaller magnitude of porosity in male compared with female mice in the face of a seemingly equivalent increase in osteocyte senescence in both sexes. Future studies involving pharmacologic or genetic manipulation of osteocyte senescence may shed light on these issues.

Similar to our findings in mice, HRpQCT measurements of the radius and tibia show that postmenopausal women have greater cortical porosity than men over the age of 50 (5, 6). It is unknown whether this difference is due to decreased estrogens at the menopause. Be that as it may, the studies reported herein show that male and female mice exhibit an equivalent age-dependent decline in vertebral trabecular bone and femoral cortical thickness — changes known to be influenced by sex steroid deficiency (23). Therefore, a greater decrease in sex steroid levels in females than in males with age cannot account for the greater porosity of cortical bone in female mice. One possibility is that the higher level of androgens in male mice and humans protects against the development of cortical porosity. Alternatively, the female skeleton may be genetically more sensitive to the development of age-dependent porosity than the male skeleton, analogous to the influence of sex-specific loci on BMD in children (72).

In summary, the evidence presented in this report shows that the femoral cortical bone of mice undergoes BMU-based remodeling. Endosteal remodeling becomes progressively unbalanced in favor of resorption in both sexes following skeletal maturation, and unbalanced osteonal remodeling starts de novo with advancing age, particularly in females. These events may be caused by an altered secretome of cortical osteocytes, which could be due in part to senescence. The cumulative result is a thin, trabecularized, and porous cortex. Based on this evidence, we conclude that the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the age-dependent cortical bone deterioration in mice are indeed relevant and informative to the pathologic mechanisms responsible for the decreased thickness and increased porosity of cortical bone that occurs with advancing age in humans.
**Methods**

**Mice.** Male and female B6 and CB6F1 mice of specific ages were obtained from NIH-supported colonies maintained by Charles River Laboratories (73) and fed NIH-41 Rat and Mouse Diet/5F (TestDiet, catalog 54709) containing 18% protein and 4.7% fat. After receipt at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, mice were maintained at a constant temperature of 23°C and a 12-hour light/dark cycle, and they were maintained on Teklab global 14% protein rodent maintenance diet (Envigo, catalog 2014) containing 14% protein and 4% fat and acidified water ad libitum. Within 3 weeks after receipt from Charles River Laboratories, mice were injected with tetracycline (15 mg/kg body weight) at 7 and 3 days before euthanasia (by CO₂ inhalation) to allow quantification of bone formation.

The effect of OPG on endosteal bone formation was determined using femora obtained in a previously published study (74) that focused on vertebral trabecular bone. Briefly, female Swiss-Webster mice (6 months old, 29–31 g) were obtained from Harlan and fed a standard rodent diet (Teklad 22/5, catalog 8640). Mice were injected with PBS (vehicle) or 10 mg/g of human OPG-Fc (provided by Paul Kostenuik, Amgen, Seattle, Washington, USA) on day 0, 7 and 14, and they were euthanized on day 19. Tetracycline (30 mg/kg, i.p.) was given 7 days and alizarin red (30 mg/kg, i.p.) 2 days before euthanasia to mark sites of bone formation.

Multiple fluorochrome labeling was performed at Indiana University with 2 female B6 mice, raised from birth from breeders obtained from the Jackson Laboratory, maintained on standard mouse chow (Harlan Teklad 2018SX; 1% Ca; 0.65% P; vitamin D₃ [2.1 IU/g]) and acidified water ad libitum. Mice were injected (i.p.) with bone-labeling fluorochromes as follows: 100 μl of 0.1% calcein at 18 days (0.6 months) of age; 150 μl of 0.18% alizarin complexone at 6 weeks (1.4 months) of age; 200 μl of 0.6% demeclocycline at 11.1 weeks (2.6 months) of age; 200 μl of 0.1% calcein at 41 weeks (9.5 months) of age; and 200 μl of 0.18% alizarin complexone at 46 weeks (10.7 months) of age. Mice were euthanized at 47.1 weeks (11.0 months) of age.

**Bone imaging.** BMD of the left femur, lumbar spine, and whole body (excluding the head) was determined in sedated mice (2% isoflurane) by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry using a PIXImus densitometer (GE Lunar) (75). Bone architecture was determined on dissected femora and lumbar vertebra (L4) cleaned of adherent tissue, fixed in Millonig’s phosphate buffer (Leica Microsystems), and stored in 100% ethanol. Bones were scanned by microCT with a MicroCT40 (Scanco Medical) at high resolution (6 μm isotropic voxel size) to obtain images and at medium resolution (12 μm isotropic voxel size) for quantitative determinations. For the latter, a Gaussian filter (sigma = 0.8, support = 1) was applied.

Scanco Eval Program v.6.0 was used for measuring bone volume. Scan settings included X-ray tube potential (55 kVp), X-ray intensity (145 μA), and integration time (220 ms). Nomenclature conforms to recommendations of the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research (76). Femora were scanned from a point immediately distal to the third trochanter to the beginning of the distal growth plate. Cortical dimensions were determined at the diaphysis (18 slices, midpoint of the bone length as determined in scout view) and metaphysis, starting 3.6 mm (300 slices) from the diaphysis and proceeding distally for 50 slices, to obtain cross-sectional images drawn to exclude trabecular elements. Cortical analysis were measured at a threshold of 260 mg/cm³. Trabecular bone measurements at the distal femur were made on 151 slices beginning 8–10 slices away from the growth plate, so as to avoid the primary spongiosa, and proceeding proximally. Trabecular analyses were performed on contours of cross-sectional images drawn to exclude cortical bone and were measured at a threshold of 220 mg/cm³ and using sphere filling distance–transformation indices without assumptions about the bone shape as a rod or plate.

For femoral porosity measurements, slices were analyzed from a point immediately distal to the third trochanter to a point immediately adjacent to the primary spongiosa. After defining endosteal and periosteal boundaries, an additional image processing script (“peel-iter = 2”) was used to eliminate false voids caused by imperfect wrap of the contours to the bone surface. Images were binarized with a threshold of 365 mg/cm³. Cortical bone volume and void volume were determined with the “cl_image” script and used to calculate porosity. To avoid inclusion of osteocyte lacunae and canalicular space, void volumes < 31,104 μm³ (18 voxels) were excluded in the determination of porosity.

The fourth lumbar vertebra (L4) was scanned from the rostral growth plate to the caudal growth plate to obtain 233 slices. BV/TV in the vertebra was determined using 100 slices (1.2 mm) of the anterior (ventral) vertebral body immediately inferior (caudal) to the superior (cranial) growth plate. Trabecular bone analyses were performed on contours of cross-sectional images, drawn to exclude cortical bone, as described for femoral
trabecular bone. Cortical bone thickness was determined on the ventral cortical wall using contours of cross-sectional images, drawn to exclude trabecular bone, as described for femoral cortical bone.

**Histology.** Femora were fixed in Millonig’s and embedded nondecalcified in methyl methacrylate. For histomorphometric measurements, 5 μm–thick longitudinal sections were cut in the medial-lateral plane. For histologic characterization, additional sections were cut at approximately 25%, 50%, and 75% of the distance from the top of the bone. For preparation of cross sections, blocks were marked at the midsection for diaphyseal sections and 1 mm below the distal growth plate for metaphyseal sections. Bones were then cut with a Buehler IsoMet low-speed saw to prepare a 200–300 μm section at each site and were ground to a final thickness of ~100 μm. For studies on the effect of OPG on endosteal bone formation, midlongitudinal sections were made for TRAP staining. The remnants were then deplasticized and reoriented, and finally reembedded in plastic for preparation of cross sections.

Nondecalcified sections were stained for tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase to visualize osteoclasts using naphthol AS-MX and Fast Red TR salt (Sigma-Aldrich). Sections were also stained with 0.3% toluidine blue (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate buffered citrate, pH 3.7, to visualize osteoblasts, osteoid, and cement lines (77). The lamellar bone of the outer cortex was identified by the presence of parallel smooth cement lines (25). Unstained sections were used to quantify dynamic indexes of bone formation based on tetracycline labeling — specifically, total perimeter (B.Pm), single label perimeter (sL.Pm), double label perimeter (dL.Pm), and mineral apposition rate (MAR). These values were used to calculate mineralizing surface (MS/BS = [1/2 sL.Pm + dL.Pm]/B.Pm × 100; %) and bone formation rate (BFR/BS = MAR × MS/BS; μm2/μm/day). Histomorphometric measurements were made in a blinded fashion using Osteomeasure (vXP 3.1, Osteometrics) on both of the endosteal surfaces of a longitudinal section. If only a single label was present, data were treated as missing values for statistical purposes. Histomorphometric parameters are reported using the nomenclature recommended by the American Society for Bone and Mineral Research (78).

For experiments involving multiple fluorochrome labeling during growth and adulthood, serial cross-sections were made from whole plastic–embedded femora that had been scanned in a Scanco μCT35 at 10 μm resolution. The microCT scans were used to align the serial histological sections to one another on a slice-by-slice basis. The blocks were then serially sectioned in the transverse plane using a low-speed saw. Each wafer was ~120-μm thick, and the kerf removed by each pass of the wafering blade was ~180 μm, which puts each wafer ~300 μm apart. Each wafer was ground to a final thickness of ~30 μm.

**Western blotting.** Osteocyte-enriched femoral cortical bone was prepared by removing the ends, flushing the BM by centrifugation, and removing surface cells by scraping with a scalpel. Bone fragments were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and pulverized. Proteins were extracted with a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCL, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, protease inhibitor mixture, and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich) on ice for 30 minutes and then kept at –80°C for overnight. The protein concentration of the bone extract was determined using the DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad). The extracted protein (20–30 μg per sample) was subjected to 8% or 15% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred electrophoretically onto PVDF membranes. The membranes were blocked in 5% fat-free milk/Tris-buffered saline for 120 minutes and incubated with each primary antibody, followed by secondary antibodies conjugated with horseradish peroxidase. Mouse monoclonal antibodies against γ-H2AX (Millipore, catalog 05-636, 1:5,000), rabbit polyclonal antibody for p62 (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog P0067, 1:1,000), and goat polyclonal antibody for GATA4 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, catalog sc-1237, 1:500) were used to detect their corresponding protein levels. Blots were stripped and reprobed with anti-β-actin antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, catalog sc-81178, 1:2,000). Bound antibodies were detected with ECL reagents (Millipore) and were imaged and quantified with a VersaDocTM imaging system (Bio-Rad). Uncut gels are shown in Supplemental Figure 4.

**Quantitative PCR.** Osteocyte-enriched bone preparations were made as described above. Total RNA was extracted with Ultraspec (Biotec Laboratories) and reverse-transcribed using the High-Capacity cDNA Archive Kit (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Transcript levels were determined by Taqman quantitative PCR using primers, and probes were obtained from Applied Biosystems, as listed in Supplemental Table 7, using an ABI 7300 Prism instrument. Transcripts were normalized to each of 5 housekeeping genes (ChoB, ActB, B2m, 18S, and Hrpt1), and the transcript level was calculated as the geometric mean of the 5 normalized values. Pearson correlation coefficients between pairs of these referents ranged from 0.79–0.95 (P < 1 × 10^-6 for all comparisons). GAPDH was not used because of its poor correlation with other house-keeping genes (r = 0.17–0.17, P = 0.5–0.8).
Statistics. Graphical data are shown as box-plots representing the 25th –75th percentile values. The line in the box denotes the median value. Whiskers represent the 95% CI, and dots represent data falling outside this CI. Graphs depicting Western blot quantification are presented as dot plots, along with bar graphs depicting the mean and standard deviation. Numerical tabular data presented in Supplemental Material is shown as the mean and SD. Data were analyzed by Student’s two-tailed \( t \) test or ANOVA, as appropriate, using Sigmastat (version 12.5, Systat Software Inc.) or SAS (version 904, SAS Institute Inc.). If the normality or equal variance assumptions for standard parametric analysis methods were not met, data were analyzed by the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. When ANOVA indicated a significant effect, pairwise multiple comparisons were performed and the \( P \) values adjusted using the Holm-Sidak method. When pairwise repeated comparisons of the effect of age on transcript levels were performed, \( P \) values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method. In the case of porosity values, a permutation approach was used (79), in which a standard analysis is performed on the data and the factor labels are then randomized while keeping the observed values of the dependent variable of interest as is. The analysis is then recalculated and the process is repeated to obtain a sampling distribution of the statistics of interest. The \( P \) values are then calculated from the sampling distribution. For all tests, \( P < 0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

Study approval. Animal use protocols were approved by the IACUCs of the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, the Central Arkansas Veterans Healthcare System, and the Indiana University School of Medicine.
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